PRESS RELEASE

CDB Aviation lease finance orders LEAP-1B-powered B737 max aircraft

- Boeing 737 MAX 10 launch customer.
- Became a CFM customer in 2002.

LE BOURGET, France - 19 June 2017 -

CDB Aviation Lease Finance (CDB Aviation), a subsidiary of CDB Leasing, today announced an order for CFM International's LEAP-1B engines to power 42 Boeing 737 MAX 8 and four Boeing 737 MAX 10 aircraft. The engine order is valued at more than $1.3 billion U.S. dollars at list price. The leasing company is scheduled to begin taking delivery in 2021.

This is the second LEAP-1B engine order CDB Aviation placed this year. In addition to today's announcement, the leasing company also ordered engines to 30 Boeing 737 MAX 8 in March 2017.

"We are honored to be one of the launch customers of the B737 MAX-10 aircraft," said Peter Chang, President & CEO, CDB Aviation Lease Finance. "We began to order CFM engines back in 2002 and have had all the great experience with our operators. We trust that the more efficient LEAP-1B engine will make Boeing's new MAX-10 aircraft more successful."

"We are pleased that CDB Aviation has chosen to order the new Boeing/CFM MAX 10 combination, which will deliver much greater fuel efficiency and performance to its customers," said Gaël Méheust, president and CEO of CFM International. "We are very confident that all the new technologies that LEAP engine has incorporated will bring a lot of operation benefits to CDB Aviation's customers."

The LEAP-1B is providing operators with a 15 percent improvement in fuel consumption and CO2 emissions compared to the CFM56-7B engines powering the Boeing Next-Generation 737, along with dramatic reductions in engine noise and exhaust gaseous emissions. All this technology is focused on providing better utilization, including CFM's legendary reliability out of the box; greater asset availability; enhanced time on wing margins to help keep maintenance costs low; and minimized maintenance actions, all supported by sophisticated analytics that enable CFM to provide tailored, predictive maintenance over the life of the product.

About CDB Aviation Lease Finance
CDB Aviation Lease Finance, a subsidiary of China Development Bank Financial Leasing Co., Ltd. (CDB Leasing) is based in Dublin, Ireland. It's a global aircraft leasing company and has a fleet of more than 200 aircraft in service and about 100 on order with 41 airline customers across 22 countries and regions. The portfolio of CDB Aviation's owned aircraft has an average age of 4.5 years.

About CFM International
The LEAP engine is a product of CFM International, a 50/50 joint company between GE and Safran Aircraft Engines. This engine has experienced the fastest order ramp up in commercial aviation history and CFM has received orders and commitments for a total of more than 12,500 LEAP engines across all three models through May 2017. For more information, visit us at www.cfmaeroengines.com or follow us on Twitter @CFM_engines.